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Barry Dransfield sings and plays violin, cello, 
gimbri and bowed Appalachian dulcimer
Robin Dransfield joins him on vocal on Fid-
dler’s Progress

Hurdy Gurdy – Christian “Le Roi” Gourhan
Concertina – Lea Nicholson
Brass – The White Shield Brass Ensemble 
(Bob White: trumpet, Chris Stearn: bass 
trombone, euphonium)
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THE CUTTY WREN One of the oldest and most eerie songs 
in the English tradition, and part of the legend of the wren 
as King of the Birds. Here, the wren symbolises the ruling 
oppressor, his fate and the sharing of his assets; as allegorical as 
your imagination allows. Christian Gourhan spooks it up on 
hurdy-gurdy.

THE BARLEY & THE RYE is a song which produces a 
deceptively sly philosophy from a notoriously difficult marital 
situation. The arrangement here is the one used by Lea 
Nicholson and myself for some recent live performances.

FAIR MAIDS OF FEBRUARY is an old country expression 
for snowdrops. The particular snowdrops in question tried 
valiantly to bring themselves into the world in a difficult 
environment outside my North London flat, but only the leaves 
managed it. A similar thing happens with some North London 
humans. The idea for this song came from listening to Tom 
Forrest on “The Archers”, who impressed me greatly with the 
aptness of this rural nickname for such charismatic flowers. 
Little brother Bazza helped with the lyrics.

WHEN IT’S NIGHT-TIME IN ITALY IT’S WEDNESDAY 
OVER HERE was learned from my mother and is 
unselfconscious fun, accompanied on my first love, the banjo. 
I re-wrote it with the help of extra lyrics turned up by John 
“Broadsheet King” Foreman, and it makes me wish I was old 
enough to be lucky enough to have remembered music-hall.

THE RIGS O’RYE A traditional Scottish tearjerker with a 
magnificent tune. And they all lived happily ever after.

SPENCER THE ROVER, from my native Yorkshire, has 
been one of my favourite English songs since I discovered the 
tradition, nearly twenty years ago. It has long been my ambition 
to sing it with a brass band – a bit tricky – but Bob White, who 
wrote the arrangement, and Chris Stearn made it all possible.

TIDEWAVE is by the elusive Annie Briggs who wrote it, I 
think, for Johnny Moynihan. It has a sympathy which reminds 
me of those who have seen others, especially me, through the 
hard times. Too numerous to mention.

THE CADGWITH ANTHEM A fine Cornish song still sung, 
I believe, by the fishermen of Cadgwith. I learned it several years 
ago from Dick Gaughan who heard it while living in nearby 
Devon.

I ONCE HAD A DOG was written some years ago by singer/
songwriter Paul Parrish, most of whose songs marked him as 
a rare creature – an American with an essentially European 
songwriting style.

THE THREE MUSCADETS started at home as a little guitar 
tune and ended up as a chirpy bash with three old friends. It 
takes its name from what we were drinking at the time and is 
not to be taken seriously.

MOTHER NATURE was written by Steve Sproxton, an old 
friend from the balmy days of folk-rock and I’m very fond of it. 
It features the continuing adventures of Mother Nature and 
Father Time. They’ll get you. Just you wait and see.
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